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While the Internet has successfully been welcomed into seem-
ingly every household and business around the world, there is
another form of communication that has even greater penetra-
tion, has been around much longer and is unmatched in breadth:
the Public Switched Telephone Network, or PSTN. It penetrates
nearly every home, office, and building in the world, and contin-
ues to transport huge, unimaginable volumes of information
from one point to the next. 

A most notable feature of the PSTN is that it actually comprises
two parallel networks that work in concert with each other. The
In-Band Network handles all voice traffic while the Out-Of-
Band Network is used for control purposes. The latter is aptly
named the Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) (see Figure 1),
and it is here that embedded systems hardware and software
manufacturers are developing technologies to add significant
value to the end user. Based on Signaling System 7 (SS7), the
AIN, like its forefather, the Intelligent Network (IN), is an
original expression of the computer/telephony paradigm.

The following explores some of the applications that fall within
the realm of the AIN, as well as some of the specific hardware/
software solutions that enable the smooth flow of control infor-
mation from point-to-point.

SS7 as the AIN nerve system
SS7 is defined as a network protocol suite, or as a software or pro-
tocol stack. It can be likened to a “digital nerve system” in that
SS7 animates the AIN and enables such AIN and IN services as
call waiting, caller ID, calling card, call conferencing, and such.
SS7 accomplishes these tasks through its management of call set,
tear down, and routing functions. It performs these tasks with
utmost efficiency by moving such control functions out-of-band
into its own discrete network. That way the availability can be
enhanced by means of a dedicated very reliable SS7 network and
the chance of a security violation over the phone network is
greatly reduced.

Additionally, SS7 signals travel via the 56K or broadband T1 lines
that connect all of the hardware/software devices within the SS7
network. To accommodate high-speed transmission, the Asyn-
chronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocol is utilized. However, the
Internet Protocol (IP) is increasingly being implemented for trans-
mitting SS7 signals over broadband data networks.

The makeup of SS7
Because SS7 is a software or protocol stack, it is composed of
multiple layers of software functionality. In its simplest form, an
SS7 device consists of the following three layers:

■ Message Transport 1 or MTP1 – Enables an essential
physical connection between two SS7 devices.

■ Message Transport 2 or MTP2 – Ensures that there is a
reliable transfer of the SS7 from end to end.

■ Message Transport 3 or MTP3 – Handles the routing of the
SS7 signaling messages.

In addition to these basic three layers, there are a number of other
possible components in the SS7 protocol stack, and they include
the following:

■ Signaling Connection Control Part or SCCP – Manages
the logical connections. (An example of this layer is the
interface with software applications within the network of
connected SS7 devices, and the parceling out of messages to
the appropriate sub-systems).

■ Transaction Capabilities Application Part or TCAP –
Handles remote operations.

■ Intelligent Network Application or INAP – Responsible
for managing communication between SS7 entities.

■ ISDN User Part or ISUP – Responsible for call setup
management, as well as enabling supplementary call services
such as call forwarding.

In the event that a connection is made over an IP network, it will
be necessary for an SS7 device to have the IP protocol stack in
addition to the SS7 stack.

Devices in the SS7 network
A variety of hardware and software devices populate the SS7 net-
work and are sometimes known as network points. These devices
each have a specific task that they are responsible for in order to
ensure the smooth transfer of signals across the network. In the
PSTN, these interconnected devices include the following:

Device applications
■ Service Switching Point or SSP – These represent the

creation and termination points of a call, and are located
in telephone central offices (COs), where they create SS7
message packets and disseminate them throughout the
network. To create these packets, the SSP must analyze the
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dialed telephone number to determine whether there are
special or advanced services being invoked (800#, etc.).

■ Signal Transfer Point or STP – This is basically a router
that sends SS7 messages between SSPs and SCPs.

■ Service Control Point or SCP – Responsible for the task
of managing special database features such as 800# lookup.
For example, because no place in the world has an 800#
area code, these places will be referred to with an alias. The
function of the SCP is to receive an 800#, find it on a table
located in the AIN, and translate the number to its
corresponding area code.

■ Intelligent Peripheral or IP – Not to be confused with the
Internet Protocol, this IP as part of the SS7 network denotes
any device that provides extra functionality to the signaling
side of the network (i.e., voicemail, interactive voice
response applications, lookups, etc.).

All of the aforementioned devices and associated applications
have their own particular requirements for architecture, perfor-
mance, software and interface, which provides embedded systems
companies with the task of tailoring hardware and software that
optimally fits into each application. One such specific example is
further developed below.

Requirements for SCPs
By functioning as the “high-performance librarian” for the SS7
network, the SCP can rapidly determine what information is
needed to service an incoming call and then query the appropriate
database to extract the required information. Among the most
important elements that are necessary in creating an SCP are: 

■ High availability 
■ High-performance database lookup capabilities
■ NEBS compliance
■ UNIX OS, like Solaris or Linux
■ DS1/SS7
■ SS7 communications software

To conform to these SCP requirements, Force and its partners
have developed standardized off-the-shelf solutions including
Force’s PMC-8260 telecommunication controllers with DS1
interface and CompactPCI carrier card, like a SPARC CPCI-550
with Solaris OS or Intel Pentium III CPCI-735 with Linux, or
even a PowerPC-based CPCI-680, with Force’s StackWare 
MTP-2 and high-level SS7 software (see Figure 2).

A CPCI-736-based system such as the Centellis CO 25000
(Figure 3) can be made to scale for high volume database opera-
tions such as the SCP, by placing multiple SS7-subsystems in
node slots, each consisting of an intelligent PICMG 2.16 compli-
ant carrier card with up to two PMC-8260 telecom controller
cards providing E1/T1/J1 connectivity and SS7 software. 

Such features and capability ensure that Force’s products provide
the highly-available, high-speed, and application-ready platform
designed to work within the confines and strict requirements of
the AIN.
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